Increasing Connectivity Is Transforming
Media and Entertainment
By 2025, the media and entertainment industry will use:
Over 116 exabytes of new digital storage for
digital archiving and content conversion1

About 56% of archived content will be kept in
nearline and object storage, up from 48% in 20192

Increasing customer expectations changes everything
Traditional media and entertainment ecosystems are evolving slowly while the technologies used to
create and distribute content are exploding. Consumer demand for personalization and immediate
access to wide-ranging content is not aligned with the industry’s dedicated physical infrastructure
for production and media archive management.

Modernization in all things

Maintaining a technical advantage requires speciﬁc business goals and budgets dedicated to:
Integrating or replacing
proprietary legacy systems
with hybrid solutions

Harnessing machine learning to
improve audience engagement
and marketing effectiveness

Finding a balance between
on-premises and cloud
storage solutions

Transform your business and thrive with Taos
Digital transformation with Taos helps media and entertainment companies
automate processes and grow their businesses by capitalizing on scalability,
enhanced security and cloud economics:

Modernize
applications to
attract and keep top
talent by allowing
them to work from
anywhere

Create workflows to
automate routine
tasks, such as
converting analog
media to digital for
repackaging and
archival

Define unified
strategies for data
storage and data
sharing

Use AI/ML analytics
to develop predictive
insights and more
personalized audience
relationships

Adopt SaaS to scale
consumer and
production services
and cut costs

Automate supply
chain processes to
lower costs and
reduce time to
market

Taos offers Advisory Services, Professional Services, Managed IT and Security Services and works with you
to develop a unique solution that best ﬁts your business needs and optimizes your ROI.

LEARN

MORE

Start your business transformation today and protect yourself in a growing threat
landscape. Learn more about Taos cloud modernization and digital transformation.
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